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Abstract

We demonstrate how the valuation models used in nance theory and
the protability and growth analysis taught in nancial statement analysis are related. Traditional textbooks on nance and nancial statement
analysis are often very comprehensive, comprising a vast number of chapters. However, the learning cost associated to this seems to be that many
students are unable to understand either the interrelations between the
chapters in a nancial statement analysis textbook, or the origins of nancial information (i.e., nancial statements) in applied nance. Thus,
the underlying motivation of this teaching note is to highlight the purpose of protability and growth analysis in nancial statement analysis
by incorporating the point of value relevance in applied nance. We hope
this reduced presentation of valuation and protability and growth analysis will help students to understand these interrelations. Finally, we oer
students the necessary analytical exibility to create their own coherent
protability and growth analyses.
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1 Introduction
In this teaching note, we introduce a combined presentation of accounting-based
valuation and of protability and growth analysis. We relate elementary nance
theory with undergraduate protability and growth analysis by using only a
minimum of high school level math.

Students who study nancial statement

analysis do not fully understand the purpose of protability and growth analysis from a valuation perspective. Similarly, students taking lessons in nance
theory sometimes seem unaware of the origin and relevance of the nancial information which enters valuation models. Many students think that valuation
as well as protability and growth analysis are complex topics. The vast number
of chapters in textbooks for courses in nance theory and nancial statement
analysis may be the reason for the students' somehow fragmented understanding of the course materials. Finally, we show how students can create their own
version of the well-known DuPont model.
We believe that the gap in many bright students' understanding is simply
rooted in the fact that they do not know how the formulas are related. Broadly
speaking, nance courses deal with the denominator of any net present valuation
formulas whereas nancial statement courses consider the numerator. That is,
students should realize that nancial statement analysis and nance theory are
complements, not independent business economic disciplines. In our view, the
separate teaching success in each course relies (to some extent) on the understanding of this message. Thus, our aim is to demonstrate (in a few pages) and
motivate the core elements which connect nance theory (i.e., valuation) and
nancial statement analysis (i.e., protability and growth analysis). Hopefully,
this will trigger the students' desire to take courses in both nance theory and
nancial statement analysis.
The target audience of this teaching note consists of students and lecturers
who are learning and teaching, respectively, nancial statement analysis (at
the intermediate or advanced levels) and/or nance theory (at the introductory
or intermediate levels).

First, we present some basic techniques of nancial

statement analysis and nance theory. Second, we integrate these two disciplines
based on their interrelations. By doing it this way, we hope this teaching note
will both help lectures facilitate the students' learning and help students apply
nancial statement analysis to nance theory, and vice versa.
In Sections 2 and 3, we explain the link between the residual income valuation
model and protability and growth analysis. Next, we emphasize the point of
value relevance of accounting information in valuation models.

In Section 5,

we outline the mechanics underlying the creation of protability ratios.

Our

objective is to oer the students the necessary tools (i.e., analytical exibility)
to create any protability ratios and (as a result) growth analysis of analytical
importance from a valuation perspective.

We make a short comment on the

importance of nancial accounting for protability and growth analysis as well
as for valuation in Section 6.

We conclude in the nal section, and we refer

connoisseurs to the appendices.
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2 Equity valuation theory
Consider the well-known dividend discount model (DDM) taught in all basic
nance courses (e.g., Brealey et al., 2008; Copeland & Weston, 1992; Hillier et
al., 2011):

∞
P

V0 =

E0 [dt ] × (1 + r)−t

(1)

t=1
The value of equity (V0 ) is the present value of the expected
(net) dividend payments

1 (d ) where
t

r

(E0 )

2

future

denotes the cost of capital . Although

theoretically correct, the dividend discount model is inappropriate in practice,

3

as the value of equity is independent of current dividend payout decisions . This
is the reason why academia and practitioners turn to other valuation models
which are not expressed in terms of dividend payments.

2.1 Derivation of the residual income valuation model
Let

CEt

and

CIt

denote the book values of (common) equity and comprehensive

income (or clean surplus earnings) of the rm, respectively. The change in equity
of the rm is equal to comprehensive income less (net) dividend payments:

(def )

∂CEt = CEt −CEt−1 = CIt −dt ⇔ dt = CIt −CEt +CEt−1 , t = 1, 2, ...

(2)

Based on the clean surplus relation (CSR) in Equation (2), we are able to
dene dividend payments in period

t 4 . This is the Preinreich (1937) Theorem,

stating that if CSR holds, the residual income and the cash ow valuation models
result in exactly the same equity valuation. Thus, substituting Equation (2) into
(1) yields

V0 =

∞
P

E0 [CIt − CEt + CEt−1 ] × (1 + r)−t

(3)

t=1
Let

RIt

denote residual income (or residual earnings).

RIt

reects the rm's

ability to generate excess prot:

RIt = CIt − r × CEt−1

(4)

Substituting Equation (4) into (3) yields the residual income valuation model
in innite time (for more on this, see Ohlson, 1995)

1 N et dividend payments = dividend payments − (share repurchases + share issues)
2 The equity cost of capital (i.e., investors' required rate of return) is determined by, e.g.,

the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). For simplicity, we assume that the cost of capital is
constant over time.
3 This is due to the proposition of Miller & Modigliani (1961): Dividend policy irrelevance,
see Appendix A.
4 To aid understanding, we ignore changes in equity resulting from changes not related to
comprehensive income (i.e., transactions with the owners).
3

V0 = CE0 +

∞
P

E0 [RIt ] × (1 + r)−t

t=1
as CEt × (1 + r)−t −→ 0 f or t −→ ∞
As forecasts of residual income to innity are a practical problem, we have
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to truncate time :

V0 = CE0 +

T
P

E0 [RIt ] × (1 + r)−t + T V × (1 + r)−T where

(5)

t=1

T V = E0 [RIT ] × (1 + g) × (r − g)−1 = terminal value and g = growth rate
Equation (5) is the rst principal equation as it is the basis for the profitability and growth analysis in Section 3. Further, the residual income model
has two main benets. First, the residual income model anchors the value of
equity

(V0 )

based on nancial statements (not dividend payments) as it links

nancial statements and equity valuation directly. Second, the term

t. If

the value added in period

RIt ≥ 0 (RIt ≤ 0),

RIt

signals

the rm does not destroy

(create) shareholder value. Thus, the residual income model forces investors to
focus on the determinants of expected residual income (i.e., the drivers of value
creation).

3 Protability and growth analysis
All students taking lessons in nancial statement analysis are familiar with some
version of the DuPont model (e.g., Penman, 2010; see also Lundholm & Sloan,
2007; Petersen & Plenborg, 2012), disentangling the overall key protability
ratio

ROEt = CIt /CEt−1

(return on equity) into the underlying value drivers,

6

i.e., into the underlying protability ratios :
<<Insert DuPont model about here>>
Based on historical nancial statements, the ratios in the DuPont model are
used to analyse the ex post protability of a rm:
return on equity

(ROEt )?

What drives the current

With this knowledge in mind, investors begin to

forecast the future by asking how future protability will be dierent from the
current protability(ROEt ).

5 This version of the residual income valuation model is the well-known Gordon growth
model in nite time, see Appendix B for a derivation of the terminal value (T V ).
6 If minority interests or net nancial assets appear on the reformulated balance sheet (we
will however not go through the reformulation technology, as that is beyond the scope of this
teaching note) then the formulas are slightly dierent.
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Now we demonstrate the integration of valuation with protability and
growth analysis in just a few simple steps. Again, consider the residual income
expression entering the residual income model in Equation (5):

RIt = CIt − r × CEt−1 = (ROEt − r) × CEt−1

(6)

Equation (6) is the second principal equation, i.e., Equation (6) is the link
to valuation. Students should note that the return on equity

(ROEt ) now enters

into the residual income model in Equation (5). This is the important relation
which links the residual income model (i.e., valuation) and the protability ratios
in the DuPont model. Equity value is driven by the protability
or, in this case,

ROEt

and growth in equity

(CEt−1 )7 .

(ROEt − r)

So valuation requires

understanding the drivers of protability and growth, and the latter will be the
subject of the next subsection.

3.1 Growth analysis by means of total dierentiation
When one looks at any textbook in nancial statement analysis, it's easy to see
that growth analysis is merely some rst order dierences of the protability
ratios in the DuPont model.

However, many students are not fully aware of

the overall systematic in growth analysis.

How do these formulas come into

existence? In this subsection, we show that the growth in residual income (RI )
is based on the total dierentiation of the DuPont model and the book value of
equity.
Again, consider the residual income model in Equation (5). We are interested
in the expected growth in residual income, cf. Equation (6). To estimate future
residual income, i.e., the growth in residual income, investors must examine
historical nancial statements of the rm (and other information) to explain
the present in order to project the future residual income of the rm.

Total

8 of the residual income
9
expression in Equation (6) yields the (ex post) growth in residual income :
dierentiation (with respect to time, see Appendix C)

∂RIt = ∂(ROEt − r) × CEt−1 + (ROEt − r) × ∂CEt−1
= ∂ROEt × CEt−1 + (ROEt − r) × ∂CEt−1
{z
} |
|
{z
}
(a)

(7)

(b)

The growth in residual income in Equation (7) is decomposed into the growth
in protability (a) and the growth in equity (b), i.e., the two main factors driving
overall growth in residual income and, as a result, valuation. From a valuation

7 To see this, for any given level of equity (CE
t−1 ), an increase in protability (ROEt −r) >
0 will increase shareholder value. Similar, for any given level of protability (ROEt − r) > 0,
an increase in equity (CEt−1 ) will increase shareholder value.

8 Unlike partial derivatives, total derivatives do not require that the argument remain constant as time varies.
9 Regarding the last equality sign, ∂(ROE − r) = ∂ROE − ∂r = ∂ROE where ∂r = 0 as
t
t
t
r is constant over time, cf. footnote 2.
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perspective, we are interested in whether ex post protability and growth will
continue in the future or not. This is similar to asking whether comprehensive
income is sustainable and forms a basis for growth or whether comprehensive
income consists of one-time components which will not be repeated in the future
(for more on this, see Section 4). Reconsidering Equation (5), this reects our
primary goal: To predict future residual income in order to estimate the value
of equity.
We consider the two terms (a) and (b) in Equation (7) one at the time
starting with (a):

∂ROEt × CEt−1 = (∂RN OAt
| {z }
(a)

+∂F LEVt × SP READt + F LEVt × ∂SP READt ) × CEt−1
|
{z
}

(8)

(b)

(∂ROEt ) consists of (a)
(∂RN OAt ), i.e., the change in

In Equation (8), the change in return on equity
the change in return on net operating assets

the operating activity of the rm, and (b) the change in nancial leverage

(∂F LEVt × SP READt + F LEVt × ∂SP READt ),

i.e., the change in the -

nancing activity of the rm.
Before we move on, let's consider the denitions of return on net operating
assets

(RN OAt ), nancial leverage (F LEVt ), and operating spread (SP READt ):
RN OAt =

OIt
= P Mt × AT Ot
N OAt−1

OIt = operating income
N OAt−1 = net operating assets
P Mt =
AT Ot =
F LEVt =

OIt
= prof it margin
Salest

Salest
= asset turnover ratio
N OAt−1

N F Ot−1
, N F Ot−1 = net f inancial obligations
Ct−1

SP READt = RN OAt − N BCt , N BCt =

N F Et
N F Ot−1

= net borrowing costs where N F Et = net f inancial expenses
Now it's time to consider term (a) in Equation (8):
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∂RN OAt = ∂P Mt × AT Ot + P Mt × ∂AT Ot

(9)

With forecasting in mind, we are interested in components which have pre-

(OIt ) into recurring
(OIt,Core ) and non-recurring (or non-core) operating
income (OIt,N on−Core ) which yield the corresponding prot margins P Mt,Core
and P Mt,N on−Core , respectively:
dictive value for the future. Thus, we split operating income

(or core) operating income

P Mt = P Mt,Core + P Mt,N on−Core where
P Mt,Core =

OIt,Core
OIt,N on−Core
, and P Mt,N on−Core =
Salest
Salest

Using the denitions of prot margins, we are able to restate Equation (9)
in growth terms:

∂RN OAt = ∂P Mt,Core × AT Ot + P Mt,Core × ∂AT Ot
+∂P Mt,N on−Core × AT Ot + P Mt,N on−Core × ∂AT Ot

(10)

In Section 4, we elaborate on what we mean by value relevance from an
accounting-based valuation perspective.

So far, our aim is just to show how

valuation, protability and growth analysis are related to operating activities.
Next, we elaborate on term (b) in Equation (8), i.e., we turn our attention
to the corresponding integration related to nancial activities only:

∂F LEVt = ∂(

1
1
) × N F Ot−1 +
× ∂N F Ot−1
CEt−1
CEt−1

∂SP READt = ∂RN OAt − ∂N BCt
| {z }

(11)

(12)

(a)

10
In Equation (11) , it is clear that any changes in nancial leverage (∂F LEVt )
are driven by changes in net nancial obligations
of equity

(∂(1/CEt−1 )).

(∂N F Ot−1 )

or the reciprocal

However, to determine whether the change in nan-

(ROEt ) hinges on the sign
(∂SP READt ) cf. Equation (8).

cial leverage contributes to return on equity
matching change in operating spread

of the

With regards to term (a) in Equation (12), only recurring items have predictive value.

This calls for a decomposition of the growth in net borrowing

(∂N BCt ) into net borrowing costs from core items (i.e., sustainable nancial items) (N BCt,Core ) and net borrowing costs from non-core items (i.e.,
non-sustainable nancial items) (N BCt,N on−Core ):
costs

∂N BCt = ∂N BCt,Core + ∂N BCt,N on−Core
1
10 We rearrange the expression for nancial leverange F LEV = N F Ot−1 =
×
t
CEt−1
CEt−1

N F Ot−1 before we dierentiate the expression.
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Now we return to the change in residual income
in equity

(∂CEt−1 ),

(∂RIt )

following a change

i.e., term (b) in Equation (7):

Salest−1
(ROEt − r) × ∂CEt−1 = (ROEt − r) × [∂(
) − ∂N F Ot−1 ]
AT Ot−1
{z
}
|

(13)

(a)

Equation (13) follows by denition, as

CEt−1 = N OAt−1 − N F Ot−1 11

and

N OAt−1 = Salest−1/AT Ot−1 . It is clear from Equation (13) that any change
in equity (∂CEt−1 ) results from changes in net operating assets (∂N OAt−1 =
∂(Salest−1/AT Ot−1 )) or net nancial obligations (∂N F Ot−1 ). Finally, we consider
the (a) in Equation (13):

∂(

1
1
Salest−1
) = ∂(
) × Salest−1 + (
) × ∂Salest−1
AT Ot−1
AT Ot−1
AT Ot−1

(14)

12 , changes in net operating assets are attributed to changes

In Equation (14)

in the reciprocal of the asset turnover

(∂( AT O1 t−1 ))

or sales

(∂Salest−1 ).

Consider Equations (10) and (13): sales enter into the essential protability

P Mt , AT Ot and N OAt = Salest−1/AT Ot−1 which drive the changes in
return on equity (∂ROEt ) and equity (∂CEt ) and (as a result) the residual

ratios

income in Equation (6).

This is the reason, among other things, why most

textbooks in accounting-based valuation teach students to forecast sales rst,
i.e., put forward sales budgets, followed by forecasts of matching expenses to
calculate the operating prot, etc. Thus, sales is the most important driver of
equity value.
To summarize, we have derived the principal links between the residual income valuation model, protability ratios in the DuPont model, and growth
analysis. Somehow, many students who take lessons in nancial statement analysis seem to ask the question: What is the purpose of studying protability and
growth analysis? Equations (5) and (6) give the answer. Are we done now? No,
investors' attribute dierent degrees of relevance to the inputs into the nancial
statements in valuation models.

4 Value relevance
This section operationalizes (a modied version of ) the residual income model
in Equation (5), see the motivation below.

In addition, we demonstrate the

importance of value relevance when investors use accounting-based valuation
models. Somehow, this seems not to be appreciated by students taking courses
in, e.g., applied nance.

11 This is a rearrangement of the familiar balance sheet equation (BSE).
12 Again, we use the same technique and rearrange the expression for net operating assets

N OAt−1 =

Salest−1
AT Ot−1

=

1
AT Ot−1

× Salest−1 before we dierentiate the expression.
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In practice, investors apply a modied version of the residual income model in

(V0 ), investors estimate the value
(N OAt ) and (subsequently) subtract the book value of
obligations (N F O0 ). The reason (or assumption) is that nancial

Equation (5). To estimate the value of equity
of net operating assets
net nancial

liabilities and assets on the balance sheet reect the market value (i.e., markto-market, which refers to the current market price). That is, the assumptions
of complete and perfect markets only hold for net nancial obligations. As a
result, investors only have to forecast residual income from operating activities
in order to estimate the value of equity (for more on this, see Appendix D).
This may explain why these types of accounting-based valuation models (e.g.,
the discounted cash ow model) are so popular among investors (and others):
They are both lazy and clever as nancial assets or obligations are traded on
markets with high trading volumes etc. (i.e., ecient markets).

4.1 An example
We consider a highly simplied example with two investors (A and B), who
consider investing in a non-nancial rm (e.g., manufacturing), to illustrate the
importance of value relevance from an accounting-based valuation perspective.
Thus, we ignore nancing activities (as explained above), dividend payouts equal
zero, and the cost of capital

(r) is 8% (i.e., we assume r = rW ACC

where

rW ACC

is the weighted average cost of capital for operating activities, which is standard
knowledge in both nance and nancial statement analysis, see, e.g., Modigliani
& Miller, 1958, 1963).
Protability and growth analysis shows the nancial statement drivers of
return on equity
come

(RIt )

(ROEt )

and growth in equity

(CEt )
(V0 ).

and (as a result) the value of equity

which drive residual inThe nancial statement

drivers generate both current and future rates of return on equity and book
values of equity and (as a result) form the building blocks for forecasts of RI.
In forming expectations about the future, the investor will start by asking how
future protability and growth will be dierent from the current.

So a point

of departure is the current comprehensive income or rates of return on equity.
However, only permanent (i.e., recurring) income items have value relevance (or
predictive value).
Consider the balance sheet and income statement of a rm.

We assume

imperfect markets (for some of the operational assets in the balance sheet).
Thus, the income statement (i.e., the information) is also important from an
accounting-based valuation perspective.
Balance sheet (ultimo) in dollars

N OAt

t = −1

t=0

100

103

CEt

t = −1

t=0

100

103

9

Income statement

(t = 0)

in dollars

Sales

150

Costs of goods sold

-100

Selling, general, and administrative expenses

-40

Gains from asset sales

5

= OIt (= operating income)

15

Let superscript 'A' and 'B' denote the type of investor: investor (A) B does
(not) suer from functional xation. That is, investor B näively extrapolates
current growth rates in residual income into the future, whereas investor A does
not.
First, consider investor B. It's easy to see that the current return on equity

(ROE0 = RN OA0 )
is 7.

is 15% and (as a result) the current residual income

(RI0 )

As investor B suers from functional xation, (s)he expects that the

(ROEt ) of 15% and that the growth in equity
(4CE0/CE−1 = 4N OA0/N OA−1 ) of 3% will continue in the future (i.e., t = 1, 2, ...).

current rate of return on equity

In this case, the growth rate (g) in residual income is also 3% in steady state
Thus, the value of the rm

(V0 = VN OA0 )

13 .

is equal to that of a perpetuity with

an innite growth rate of 3%, cf. Equation (5):

V0B = CE0 +

(1 + 0.03) × 7
RI1
= 103 +
= 247 as RI1 = (1 + g) × RI0
r−g
0.08 − 0.03
or

V0B = CE0 +

(ROE1 − r) × CE0
(0.15 − 0.08) × 103
= 103 +
= 247
r−g
0.08 − 0.03

Second, consider investor A. As investor A does not suer from functional
xation, (s)he realizes that current operating income

(OI0 = CI0 )

consists of

permanent (or recurring) as well as non-permanent items of 10 and 5 dollars,

14 are not expected to continue in the

respectively. As gains from sales of assets

future, investor A does not capitalize non-permanent gains or losses and (as a
result) the permanent residual income is 2:

V0A = 103 +

(1 + 0.03) × 2
= 144
0.08 − 0.03

To summarize, investor B (erroneously) attributes a higher equity value to
the rm than investor A. This is the important point of value relevance. What
this example implies is that only recurring (i.e., permanent) activities have
predictive value in accounting-based valuation approaches.

13 The steady state condition requires that the growth rate in residual income ( 4RIt =
RIt−1

gt = g f or all t = 1, 2, ...) is constant over time. In a correct application of Gordon's growth

model, steady state is a necessary condition.
14 Sales of assets are not a part of the business model of a manufacturing rm.
10

5 The student's tool box
In this section, we focus on the few necessary mathematical tools and fundamental accounting relations which will enable students to advance any hierarchical
structure of protability ratios of their own. Our objective is to teach the students how to design their own DuPont model, as we believe that in this way,
they will achieve a better understanding of protability and growth analysis,
valuation, and nancial accounting (for more on this, see Section 6).

5.1 The clean surplus relation
How do the income statements and balance sheets of any rm materialize into
a hierarchical structure of protability ratios?

To answer this question, let's

15 and

consider the following (reformulated and generic) income statement (IS)
balance sheet (BSE) of a rm:
Income statement

(t = 0)

Salest
- Operating expenses

(OEt )

= Operating income from sales

(OIt,Core )

...
= Operating income from non-core items

(OIt,N on−Core )

...

(N F Et )
(CIt )
Balance sheet equation (ultimo t = −1, 0)
...
Common equity (CEt )
= Operating assets (OAt )
...
= Net nancial expenses

= Comprehensive income

...

= Operating liabilities

(F At )
(T At )

= Financial assets

...

= Total assets

= Financial liabilities
= Total liabilities

(OLt )

(F Lt )
(T Lt )

The rst key (K1) to the successful integration of income statements and
balance sheets is the clean surplus relation (CSR) (in Equation (2)):

CEt − CEt−1

(CSR)

=

CIt − dt

As payment for supplying capital (i.e., equity), investors receive the surplus
after the rm has fullled its obligations (e.g., creditors, banks, etc.):

The

(CEt − CEt−1 ), i.e., dividend payments (dt ) and postponed
payments (CIt − dt ). As absolute levels of earnings (CIt ) are poor

change in equity
dividend

measures of the value added

16 , we express the CSR in percentage,

15 To simplify, comprehensive income = net income.
16 For example, a comprehensive income of one million sounds impressive. However, if the

risk-free interest rate is 20% and the book value of equity is 10 million, it is better to invest
in the risk-free asset and do nothing. Thus, we remove scale eects.

11

dt + CEt − CEt−1
CIt
=
CEt−1
CEt−1

(def )

= ROEt

(15)

The second key (K2) to developing a hierarchical structure of protability
ratios is utilizing the linear structure in the income statement (IS):

ROEt =

CIt (IS) OIt,Core + OIt,N on−Core − N F Et
=
CEt−1
CEt−1
=

OIt,Core
OIt,N on−Core
N F Et
+
−
CEt−1
CEt−1
CEt−1
| {z } |
{z
} | {z }
(a)

=

(16)

(b)

(c)

Salest − OEt
OIt,N on−Core
N F Et
+
−
= ...
CEt−1
CEt−1
CEt−1

It is easy to see how one can exploit the linear structure in the income statement (IS) to derive more and more protability ratios (or fractions) in terms of
equity

(CEt−1 ).

The idea is that one can choose any combination of terms (a)

(c) in Equation (16) as a protability ratio. E.g., one could dene the combina-

OICEt = (OIt,Core +OIt,N on−Core )/CEt−1 =
OIt,Core/CEt−1 +OIt,N on−Core/CEt−1 and net nancial expenses over equity N F ECE =
t
N F Et/CEt−1 , ii) operating income from sales over equity OICE
OIt,Core/CEt−1 ,
t,Core =
operating income from non-sales over equity OICEt,N on−Core = OIt,N on−Core/CEt−1 ,
and net nancial expenses over equity N F ECEt = N F Et/CEt−1 , or iii) any
tions i) operating income over equity

other. Further, one can split the term (a) into the underlying protability ratios Salest/CEt−1 and OEt,Sales/CEt−1 etc. We hope (by now) that students are
able to get a rst glimpse of how the mechanics underlying the creation of any
hierarchical structure of protability ratios work: Just use your imagination.

5.2 Fractions
The third key (K3) to the engineering of a more varied hierarchical structure of
protability ratios is simple fractions, as taught in any high school:

x×a
x a
x
=
= ×
y
y×a
a y

(17)

x
x/a
x
1
=
= ×
y
y/a
a (y/a)

(18)

a
1
=
(x/a)
x

(19)

In combination with the fractions in Equations (17)(19), the fourth key
(K4) to designing a hierarchical structure of protability ratios is using the
linear nature of the balance sheet equation (BSE):

T At = CEt + T Lt ⇔ OAt + F At = CEt + OLt + F Lt ⇔
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OAt + F At − OLt − F Lt = CEt ⇔

N OAt − N F Ot
| {z }
| {z }

=OAt −OLt

= CEt ⇔ ...

=F Lt −F At

where
T At (T Lt ) = T otal Assets (Liabilities)
OAt (OLt ) = Operating Assets (Liabilities)
F At (F Lt ) = F inancial Assets (Liabilities)

N OAt (N F Ot ) = N et Operating Assets (F inancial Obligations)
To see how one can create any hierarchical structure of protability ratios, we give an example of a variant of the DuPont model, where

N OAt−1,Core + N OAt−1,N on−Core

N OAt−1 =

17 .

as not all operating assets generate sales

Thus, for example, our objective is to nd a cleaner measure of return on net
operating assets from sales

(RN OAt,Core )

other than the one

(i.e. RN OAt )

in

the DuPont model, which does not make this distinction. Consider Equation
(16):

ROEt =

CIt (IS) OIt − N F Et
OIt
N F Et (17)
=
=
−
=
CEt−1
CEt−1
CEt−1
CEt−1

OIt
N F Et
N F Ot−1 (IS) OIt,Core + OIt,N on−Core
−
×
=
CEt−1
N F Ot−1
CEt−1
CEt−1
| {z } | {z }
=N BCt

−F LEVt × N BCt =

(18)

=

=F LEVt

OIt,Core
OIt,N on−Core
+
− F LEVt × N BCt
CEt−1
CEt−1

OIt,Core
1
OIt,N on−Core
×
+
N OAt−1,Core
CEt−1 /N OAt−1,Core
N OAt−1,N on−Core
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
=RN OAt,Core

×

=RN OAt,N on−Core

1
(19)
− F LEVt × N BCt = RN OAt,Core ×
CEt−1 /N OAt−1,N on−Core

17 Although (investments in) associated companies, where the ownership concentration is
(< 20%) 20%50%, generate prot, it's not related to sales from customers.
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N OAt−1,N on−Core
N OAt−1,Core
+ RN OAt,N on−Core ×
− F LEVt × N BCt
CEt−1
CEt−1
(BSE)

=

RN OAt,Core ×

+RN OAt,N on−Core ×

CEt−1 + N F Ot−1 − N OAt−1,N on−Core
CEt−1

CEt−1 + N F Ot−1 − N OAt−1,Core
− F LEVt × N BCt
CEt−1

= RN OAt,Core × (1 +

N F Ot−1
N OAt−1,N on−Core
−
) + RN OAt,N on−Core
CEt−1
CEt−1
| {z }
=F LEVt

×(1 +

N OAt−1,Core
N F Ot−1
−
) − F LEVt × N BCt
CEt−1
CEt−1
| {z }
F LEVt

Thus,

ROEt = RN OAt,Core + RN OAt,N on−Core + F LEVt
×(RN OAt,Core + RN OAt,N on−Core − N BCt ) − RN OAt,Core
×

N OAt−1,Core
N OAt−1,N on−Core
− RN OAt,N on−Core ×
CEt−1
CEt−1

As we demonstrated above, students can develop and design their own
DuPont model. They are no longer dependent on predened formulas in textbooks.

This kind of analytical exibility allows them to adjust protability

analyses to their individual needs, for specic information about protability
(e.g., in dierent industries): No one size ts all.
When having developed the desired hierarchical structure of protability
ratios, the fth key (K5) is total dierentiation (see Appendix C), as in subsection 3.1. Total dierentiation of the hierarchical structure of protability ratios
converts it into a coherent growth analysis which originates from the dividend
model, cf. Equation (1). That is, we hope (by now) that students are able to
see how valuation is integrated with a protability and growth analysis.
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6 A short comment on the importance of nancial accounting
Why is nancial accounting important from not only a nancial statement analysis point of view, but also from a valuation perspective?
One answer is inherent in the objective of nancial accounting: Recognition
and measurement of the business activities of a rm. In an ideal world, recognition and measurement of nancial statements should reect a true and fair
view.

However, in a world of incomplete or imperfect markets, some amount

of human judgment is necessary. Thus, human judgment appears in the nancial statements.

As a result, the recognition and measurement of assets and

liabilities is ambiguous. For this reason, accounting phenomena, such as earnings management, conservatism, smoothness, etc., may result in biased nancial
statements. This will impair the lens through which we look at protability and
growth and (as a result) equity value.
So, although all valuation models are mathematically correct, it's likely that
a (real world) estimate of the value of equity is not correct if the input (i.e.,
nancial information) which is used in the valuation technology is biased. Thus,
our point is that unbiased nancial information is a necessary condition for
correct estimates of the equity value of a rm.

7 Concluding remarks
To emphasize the importance of value relevance, students learning, e.g., applied
nance, should realize that the accuracy of valuation models reects the quality of the underlying accounting numbers (i.e., nancial information). Thus,
we hope that the integration of elementary concepts in both nancial statement analysis and nance theory in this teaching note will result in a better
understanding and awareness of both disciplines on the part of the students.
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Appendix A: Dividend policy irrelevance
Miller & Modigliani (1961) show that the value of equity is independent of
current dividend decisions if (A1) capital markets are perfect, (A2) investors
are rational, and (A3) perfect certainty applies.
According to the fundamental principle of valuation (Miller & Modigliani,
1961: 412):

The price of each share must be such that the rate of return (dividends plus capital gains per dollar invested) on every share will be
the same throughout the market over any given interval of time.
That is,

(A3)

pjt

(A1, A2)

=

z }| {
1
× [divjt + pjt+1 ] f or each j and all t
1 + rt
where

pjt = price of a share in f irm j at the beginning of period t
divjt = dividends per share paid in f irm j during period t
ρjt = ρt = discounte rate f or all j in period t
16

(20)

The fundamental principle of valuation in Equation (20) should be basic
knowledge for all students taking any course in the theory of nance.
However, some students seem unaware of the link between the capital market and accounting numbers. That is, how are valuation models (and thereby

j ? Let njt+1 and mjt+1
t+1 and the numbers

accounting numbers) related to the share price of rm

denote the numbers of shares at the beginning of period

of new shares (if any) sold during period t, respectively. Thus,

(D1) njt+1 = njt + mjt+1 = number of shares at the end of period t + 1

(D2) Ṽjt = njt × pjt = enterprise value of f irm j at the beginning of period t

(D3) djt = njt × divjt = dividend payments during period t in f irm j
Let's restate the fundamental principle of valuation in Equation (20), but

j:

now in terms of the enterprise value of rm

pjt =

1
1
(D2) Ṽjt
(D3)
× [divjt + pjt+1 ] ⇔
=
× [divjt + pjt+1 ] ⇔
1 + ρt
njt
1 + ρt
Ṽjt =
Ṽjt =

1
djt
(D1)
× [njt ×
+ njt × pjt+1 ] ⇔
1 + ρt
njt

1
(D2)
× [djt + njt+1 × pjt+1 − mjt+1 × pjt+1 ] ⇔
1 + ρt
Ṽjt =

1
× [ djt + Ṽjt+1 −mjt+1 × pjt+1 ]
1 + ρt
{z
}
|{z} | {z }|
(ii)

(i)

(i)

(iii)

It's clear from Equation (21) that current dividend payments

rectly aect the enterprise value of rm
enterprise value

(Ṽjt+1 )

Ṽjt

(Ṽjt ). (ii)

(djt )

di-

As the new ex dividend

djt has no
(Ṽjt ) in period t. (iii) djt has an indirect
through the term −mjt+1 × pjt+1 . mjt+1 × pjt+1 is the value of
is independent of past dividend payments,

eect on the enterprise value of rm
inuence on

j

(21)

j

new shares sold to outside investors during period

t. In any period, high (low)

levels of dividend payments will result in equally high (low) demand for capital
from outside investors to maintain any given level of equity

(CEjt ).

Thus, we

are able to calculate the required amount of capital from outside investors:

mjt+1 × pjt+1 = CEjt − [CIjt − djt ]
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(22)

where CIjt = comprehensive income
The dividend policy problem is that dividend policy decisions aect the enterprise value or share price in two conicting ways: (i) and (iii), which exactly
oset one another. Substituting Equation (22) into (21) results in the proposition of Miller & Modigliani (1961), the irrelevance of dividend policy as dividend

(djt )

payments

Ṽjt =

cancel out:

1
1
(22)
× [djt + Ṽjt+1 − mjt+1 × pjt+1 ] =
× [djt + Ṽjt+1
1 + ρt
1 + ρt
−(CEjt − CIjt + djt )] =

1
× [CIjt − CEjt + Ṽjt+1 ]
1 + ρt

(23)

By now, students should realize that only accounting numbers, not dividend
payments, appear in Equation (23). That is, enterprise values or share prices
are determined solely by real considerations: In this case, the rm
hensive income

(CIjt )

and equity policy

(CEjt ).

j 's compre-

In our view, this emphasizes

the importance of nancial accounting in nancial statement analysis and, as
a result, in relation to the theory of nance, as nancial accounting is directly
linked to

CIjt .

Appendix B: Gordon's growth model
The Gordon (1959) growth model includes a constant growth rate

(g)

in the

well-known dividend discount model in Equation (1).
In innite time valuation models, it is a practical problem that investors
(in theory) should forecast dividend payments, residual income, etc., to innity.
The inclusion of a constant growth rate

(g)

allows us to restate the valuation

model (i.e., a compounded valuation model) by breaking it down into two independent terms (a) and (b):

V0 = CE0 +

T
P

E0 [RIt ] × (1 + r)−t + T V × (1 + r)−T
|
{z
}
t=1
(b)
|
{z
}
(a)

The practical advantage is that the previously innite time valuation model
is now manageable. Investors can restrict themselves to residual income forecasts up to and including period

T, cf.

(a).

As from period

T+1, cf.

investors only have to determine the long run residual income growth rate
in the term

TV.

Let's calculate the expression for the terminal value
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(T V )

where

t̂ ≥ T :

(b),

(g)

TV =

∞
P

E0 [RIT ] × (1 + g)t̂ × (1 + r)−t̂ =

t̂ = 1

=

∞
P

∞
P

E0 [RIT ] ×

t̂ = 1


E0 [RIT ] ×

t̂ = 1

1+g
1+r

t̂
=

∞
P

E0 [RIT ] × δ t̂ where δ =



t̂ = 1

(1 + g)t̂
(1 + r)t̂


1+g
<1
1+r

or


T V = E0 [RIT ] × δ + δ 2 + ...
Next, multiply by

δ

(24)

on both sides of Equation (24):





δ × T V = E0 [RIT ] × δ × δ + δ 2 + ... = E0 [RIT ] × δ 2 + δ 3 + ...

(25)

Finally, apply Bellman's equation to the innite geometric series by subtracting Equation (25) from Equation (24):





T V − δ × T V = E0 [RIT ] × δ + δ 2 + ... − E0 [RIT ] × δ 2 + δ 3 + ...
h
i
= E0 [RIT ] × δ − δ T̂ = E0 [RIT ] × δ f or T̂ −→ ∞
Solve for the terminal value

(T V ),

h
i
h
i
1+g
1+g
E
[RI
]
×
E
[RI
]
×
0
T
0
T
1+r
1+r
E0 [RIT ] × δ
(1 + r)
h
i
h
i
TV =
=
=
×
1+g
1+g
1−δ
(1 + r)
1 − 1+r
1 − 1+r
=

E0 [RIT ] × (1 + g)
E0 [RIT ] × (1 + g)
=
(1 + r) − (1 + g)
r−g
or

TV =

E0 [RIT +1 ]
where RIT +1 = RIT × (1 + g)
r−g

Appendix C: Selected dierentiation rules
0

0

(f ± g)(x) ⇒ f ± g or ∂f ± ∂g
0

0

(f × g)(x) ⇒ f × g + f × g or ∂f × g + f × ∂g
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Appendix D: Modied residual income model
The motivation for a modication of the residual income model in Equation (5)
is the assumption of complete and perfect markets. Let's consider the value of
equity according to Equation (5):

T
P

V0 = CE0 +

E0 [RIt ] × (1 + r)−t + T V × (1 + r)−T where

t=1
T V = E0 [RIT ] × (1 + g) × (r − g)−1
As

N OAt − N F Ot

(BSE)

=

CEt

and

(IS)

(CIt = OIt − N F Et ),

(26)
we are able to

separate the residual income term in Equation (26):

(def )

RIt = CIt − r × CEt−1 = OIt − N F Et − r × (N OAt−1 − N F Ot−1 ) =
(OIt − r × N OAt−1 ) − (N F Et − r × N F Ot−1 ) where
{z
}
|
|
{z
}
=RItN OA

(27)

=RItN F O

RItN OA = Residualincome f rom net operating assets and
and
RItN F O = Residualincome f rom net f inancial obligations
Substituting Equations (27) and (BSE) into (26) yields

T
P

V0 = N OA0 +

E0 [RItN OA ] × (1 + r)−t + T V N OA × (1 + r)−T −

t=1

(N F O0 +

T
P

E0 [RItN F O ] × (1 + r)−t + T V N F O × (1 + r)−T )

t=1
|

{z

(a)

where T V N OA = E0 [RITN OA ] × (1 + g) × (r − g)−1
and
T V N F O = E0 [RITN F O ] × (1 + g) × (r − g)−1
20

}

(28)

If the assumption of complete and perfect markets holds, term (a) in Equation (28) equals zero:

V0 = V0N OA − N F O0 =

N OA0 +

T
P

E0 [RItN OA ] × (1 + r)−t + T V N OA × (1 + r)−T − N F O0

t=1
or

V0 = CE0 +

T
P

E0 [RItN OA ] × (1 + r)−t + T V N OA × (1 + r)−T

t=1
As a nal remark (or curiosity), all accounting-based valuation models which
estimate the value from net operating assets and (subsequently) subtract the
book value of net nancial obligations, rest on the assumption of perfect and
complete markets.
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ROEt = CIt /CEt-1
= RNOA t + (FLEVt x SPREADt )
Return from operating
activities

= RNOA t = OIt /NOA t-1
= PM t x ATOt-1

PM t = OIt /Sales t
= PM t,Core + PM t,Non-Core

x

ATOt = Sales t /NOA t-1

Return from financing
activities

+

= FLEVt x SPREADt
= NFOt-1 /CEt-1 x (RNOA t - NBCt )

NBCt = NBCt,Core - NBCt,Non-Core

